Husqvarna 350 chainsaw parts diagram
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Page 1 Operator s manual EPA PLease read the operator's manual carefully and make sure you
English understand the instructions before using the machine. Chain saws can be dangerous!
Careless or incorrect use can result in Filling with oil and adjusting oil flow. Please read the
operator's manual carefully and make sure you understand the instructions before using the
machine. Most chain saw accidents operator. Apart from the fact that a chain saw designed to
stop the chain immediately if you get a kickback. In this Your machine is equipped with a
vibration damping system position, i. Make sure the front hand guard is not damaged and that
there are no visible defects such as cracks. Check that the chain catcher is not damaged and is
firmly attached to the body of the chain saw. Apply full throttle and activate the chain brake by
tilting your left wrist forward onto the front hand guard. Follow our instructions and use the
recommended file gauge. A damaged or badly sharpened chain increases the risk of accidents.

Never use a machine that has a faulty muffler. Maintain the correct raker clearance! Follow our
instructions and use the recommended raker gauge. The number of drive links is determined by
the length of the bar, the chain pitch and A chain is made up of a number of links, which are
available the number of teeth on the bar tip sprocket. We recommend that you use our file
gauge. This clearance will help you obtain the maximum kickback reduction and cutting
performance from your chain. To maintain optimal cutting performance you must file back the
raker lip to the recommended height. See the Technical data section to find the raker clearance
for your particular chain. Clean if necessary. Poor lubrication of cutting equipment may cause
the chain tO snap, which could lead to serious, even fatal injuriesl Chain oil Chain oil must
demonstrate If a Checking wear on cutting equipment hollow forms on the underside of the bar
tip this is due to running with a slack chain. Check the chain daily for: To prolong the life of the
bar you should turn it over daily. Make sure you are standing firmly and that there is nothing in
the way that might make you trip or lose your balance. Kickback can happen very Lack of
concentration can lead to kickback if the kickback suddenly and violently; In this case the chain
saw pulls itself towards the tree and the front edge of the chain saw body rests naturally on the
trunk when cutting. Small branches can be grabbed by the chain General and thrown back at
you, causing serious injury. Always use full throttle when cutting! Reduce the speed to idle after
every cut running the engine for too long at full throttle without any load, i. You need to support
the object so that it will not trap the chain or split during cutting. It takes a lot of experience to
fell J hit you during felling. Most kickback accidents happe n I Work out which side is in tension
and where the point of maximum tension is i. Pay close attention to the position of the kickback
zone of the bar even more. What is what on the chain saw? Cylinder cover 16 Spike bumper
Front handle 17 Chain catcher Catches chain if it jumps or breaks. Chain oil tank 20 Throttle
control The chain should be tensioned until it does not sag from the underside of the bar.
Always wear gloves when your hands from injury. Page Fuel Handling Two-stroke The chain
lubrication system is automatic and we For best results and performance use HUSQVARNA
two- recommend the use of special oil chain oil with good stroke oil, which is specially
formulated for our two-stroke adhesion characteristics. Taking the following precautions.
Always shut off the engine before refuelling, When refuelling, open the fuel cap slowly so that
any excess pressure is released gently. Tighten the fuel cap carefully after refuelling. Note the
following before Never start a chain saw unless the bar, chain and all covers are fitted correctly.
Otherwise the clutch can come loose and cause personal injuries. Always move the machine
away from the Use the same procedure as for starting a cold engine but refuelling area before
starting. The chain brake is now disengaged. Your saw is ready for use, Stopping Stop the
engine by switching off the ignition. The fine adjustment should be carried manufactured to
specifications that reduce harmful emissions. Page Air Filter Needle bearing lubrication always
be replaced. Contact your dealer for a
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buog
dvice. The clutch drum is fitted with one of the following drive Dirt and dust is centrifuged out
by the cooling fan. The oil pump is adjustable. Adjustments are made by turning the screw
using a screwdriver or combination spanner. If the special winterising kit has been fitted or any
Weekly maintenance measures have been taken to increase the temperature these changes
must be reversed before the machine is used in normal temperature conditions. Otherwise there
is a risk of overheating, resulting in severe damage to the engine. Page 35 Following is a list of
recommended cutting equipment for the Husqvarna chain saw models , and The combinations
of power head, bar and chain have been investigated in accordance with the kickback and
vibration requirements of ANSI B As the small nonroad engine owner, Page 37 This manual is
also suitable for: Print page 1 Print document 38 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

